
Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 6 + 3 = 9

6+3= 

14+5=

6+11=

32+5=

6+45=

75+4=

3+84=

10 – 6 = 4

8-5=

17-3=

21-7=

39-2=

54-4=

76-9=

95-7=

__ + 2 = 10

__ + 4 = 10

__ + 6 = 10

__ + 1 = 10

__ + 3 = 10

__ + 2 = 20

__ + 4 = 20

__ + 7 = 20

__ + 5 = 20

__ + 6 = 20
Addition and Subtraction Missing Number Word Problems

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 8 - 3 = 5 and draw your number lines. Read 

carefully! Remember for subtraction missing number calculations, when the missing number is 

the difference, you start with the smaller number and count your jumps up to the total. 

EG. 8 - __ = 5 I need to do three jumps to get to 8 so the answer is 3

1. Rita has 8 blue trucks and Aarav has 4 blue trucks. What is the difference 

between the number of trucks they each own?

2. Tim had 24 fish. Zarah gave him some more and now he has 32 fish. How many 

fish did Zarah give him?

3. Tia gave Siya 45 stickers and now Siya has 52. How many did she have to 

begin with?

4. Rakesh  did 61 star jumps and Layla  did 53. What is the difference between 

them?

Halving and Doubling

Try these calculations:

Eg. Half of 4 is 2

Half of 8 is __

Half of 10 is __

Half of 12 is __

Half of 14 is __

Half of 16 is __

Halving is the opposite of 

doubling.

Eg. Double 3 is 6

+

Double 5 is __

Double 6 is __

Double 7 is __

Double 8 is  __

Double 9 is __



Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 6 + 3 = 9

6+3= 9

14+5=19

6+11=17

32+5=37

6+45=51

75+4=79

3+84=87

10 – 6 = 4

8-5=3

17-3=14

21-7=14

39-2=37

54-4=50

76-9=67

95-7=88

_8_ + 2 = 10

_6_ + 4 = 10

_4_ + 6 = 10

_9_ + 1 = 10

_7_ + 3 = 10

_18_ + 2 = 20

_16_ + 4 = 20

_13_ + 7 = 20

_15_ + 5 = 20

_14_ + 6 = 20

Addition and Subtraction Missing Number Word Problems

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 8 - 3 = 5 and draw your number lines. Read 

carefully! Remember for subtraction missing number calculations, when the missing number is 

the difference, you start with the smaller number and count your jumps up to the total. 

EG. 8 - __ = 5 I need to do three jumps to get to 8 so the answer is 3

1. Rita has 8 blue trucks and Aarav has 4 blue trucks. What is the difference 

between the number of trucks they each own? 8 - 4 = 4

2. Tim had 24 fish. Zarah gave him some more and now he has 32 fish. How many 

fish did Zarah give him? 24 + 8 = 32

3. Tia gave Siya 45 stickers and now Siya has 52. How many did she have to 

begin with? 45 + 7 = 52

4. Rakesh did 61 star jumps and Layla did 53. What is the difference between 

them? 61 - 53 = 8

Halving and Doubling

Try these calculations:

Eg. Half of 4 is 2

Half of 8 is _4_

Half of 10 is _5_

Half of 12 is _6_

Half of 14 is _7_

Half of 16 is _8_

Halving is the opposite of 

doubling.

Eg. Double 3 is 6

+

Double 5 is _10_

Double 6 is _12_

Double 7 is _14_

Double 8 is  16_

Double 9 is _18_



Time – Keep practising

Quarter past 11: Quarter to 11:

What time is it?

Multiplication – representing multiplying by 10

Keep practising counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. Try to make sure you know 

these tables by heart.

This week, I’m going to teach you how to multiply using repeated 

addition. 3 times 2 is the same as 3 groups of 2. This is one way of 

representing your maths pictorially. Can you represent your 10 times 

table pictorially?

Eg. 3x5=15  (3 groups of 5 equals 15) (3 lots of 5 makes 15)

Remember to log into Education City and Bug Club to complete your online learning!

Want to do even more?

Please browse the KS1 section in Espresso for more fun videos and activities around 

our learning.  

Espresso has a lot of facts about materials. BBC Bitesize also has a section on Galaxy 

Pugs all about materials.

Watch Miss Walters teaching phonics on YouTube and keep practising your phonics 

lessons with her at: https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1

2D Shapes

Go on a shape hunt around your house and count how many of 

each shape you can see.  Draw a table to count them.

triangle 

circle square

pentagonrectangle hexagon

https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1


7 o’clock Quarter to 2           Half past 11 



Check your learning for full stops, capital letters and finger spaces.

English - The Highway Rat
You can find the story on: 

https:bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09kkt1k

or

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMwu8-j-euA

Art/Science

Can you draw pictures of objects around your home 

which are waterproof? They could keep water or other 

liquids (like milk or soup) in or out.

Can you write a label for each one.

roof tiles              drinking glass     umbrella

Copy these into your learning book and then draw your own ideas.

Write some sentences to describe the scene. 

Try to use two adjectives together.

The big brown horse is eating grass.

smoke    fire     lamp    eating  musicians  dancing

Here are some ideas:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMwu8-j-euA


Science – Materials

This week we are thinking about materials which occur 

naturally (this means people did not make them) and some 

which are  made by humans.

How to test which materials are waterproof.

Waterproof means the water will not go through the material.

Ask your grown up to help you. 

1. Choose some materials in your house – you could use  

paper,  plastic e.g. handi-wrap,  metal e.g. cooking foil, 

cotton material,  woollen material,  

2. You will need a small plate or a saucer.

3. Put the material over the saucer.

4. Pour a little water over the material. Make sure you use 

the same amount of water each time so it is a fair test.

5. Does the water go through the material?

6. Make a list of the materials which are waterproof and 

which materials are not waterproof.

Science

wood glass      plastic       cotton     wool       stone      paper  

Made by humans Natural materials



Made by humans Natural materials

Science – Materials
This week we are thinking about materials which 

occur naturally (this means people did not make 

them) and some materials which are made by 

humans.

glass

stone

plastic

Art/Science

wool

Can you draw pictures of objects around your home 

which are waterproof. They could keep water (or other 

liquids like milk or soup)  in or out.

Can you write a label for each one?

paper cotton

wood

Here are some ideas:

Rain hat

Wellington boots

Raincoat

Car windscreen

Shed roof

Soup bowl

Washing up bowl

Water bottle

milk container

Soup tin



Handwriting – Copy the sentences carefully.

Rain helps the plants to grow.

_________________________________________

Orange is my favourite drink.

_________________________________________

How old are you?

_________________________________________

“Did you see the bird?” said Mum.

_________________________________________

Make sure the letter tails hang down below the line for y  p  g  

q

Art / DT

When you make your model of the Clock Tower think about the 

2d and 3d shapes you can see. 

Which materials would be good to use for your model?  Think 

about how strong the materials need to be. 

Would you use any of these:

Play dough

Cereal boxes

Tissue paper

Lego

Newspaper

Crepe paper

Cotton wool

cardboard


